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Slides Presentation Notes

Introduction — Mystery song
LTF established by Board as a result of 
feedback received in the strategic 
planning process; in this session we’ll 
look at our terms of reference, our 
process and timeline; answer your 
questions so please hold questions to the 
end.  

Aiming to be no more than one hour

Why study this?
- Arose from the  strategic planning 

sessions and survey held last year.  
- Many comments in the sessions and on 

the survey.  Many feelings were 
revealed and ideas generated.  Both 
very positive and very negative…. 
Ideas were presented, but the call for 
some concentration on the issue of 
location was clear.

- Our job is to dig a bit deeper into the 
issues surrounding location and to 
propose a way that some of the issues 
that our location creates can be 
ameliorated. 
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Terms of Reference
- We are a task force of the Board:  
Appointed by and reporting to…
- Complete terms of reference can be 

found on the church website in the 
section “Members’ Information”

-  Please note that we are not 
empowered to make any decisions, but 
rather to gather information:  Ideas, 
facts, considerations and options — 
and present a report to the Board.

- Our goal is to optimize the accessibility of 
all congregants to the activities of this 
church community.

Members of the task force 

Please speak to any or all of us.  

There is also an email address that 
comes to John and Liz:  
LocationTaskForce@victoriaunitarian.ca

Picture of Superior St. Church-- 

Who attended there?  Non-conforming 
building; capacity about 100 for services; 
dark basement for children’s program; 
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Distribution pre-move 

- 84 families James Bay; 49 Oak Bay and 
about 12 on peninsula

Picture of West Saanich Rd. Church

Distribution at present 

- 43 James Bay; still 49 Oak Bay; 58 on 
peninsula

Comparison of distributions

 - these maps are on the website;
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Use of the Property

See report on Property on the website

Map of Rural Saanich —  Institutional/
Park
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How are we going to figure this out?

First and last — we are going to listen to 
you!  Both in person and through the 
survey which we are launching today.

And then we are finding out how other 
churches have solved - or tried to solve - 
their problems.

We’ll evaluate all the ideas we get from 
them — and from you — and we’ll pick 
some ideas to try out.

Finally we’ll be compiling these ideas, 
costing out some of the most likely ones 
and writing our report to give to the Board

Work plan

Here are those steps articulated in a work 
plan.  You’ll see also an item ‘consult with 
stakeholders’  We have a list of 
stakeholder groups which includes all of 
you, (families, elders, youth, etc.)…. and 
others not necessarily members of this 
church…In short, anyone who might be 
affected by any change that might be 
proposed….  
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Information Gathering

Information Gathering - Conversations – 
a few people very interested – want to 
engage; team members can always be 
approached with questions, feedback or 
ideas

Reading – many models how churches 
operate; info on demographics and trends 
in religion; 

 - Steve to talk about questions to other 
congregations — multisite UU churches 
investigate by Rebecca, multisite mainline 
churches by Steve.

Municipal planners – Shirley investigating 
how can we use this property

Meetings with stakeholders – post survey 
sessions with congregation; maybe 
meeting with specific groups we don’t get 
feedback  {e.g. SELCY, youth, young 
adults, older members)

Survey - big one.  Info will guide our next 
steps’ will hold a session like this to 
provide feedback; follow up with 
workshop to more fully explore and what 
we learned and develop next steps.
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Communication Plan –  Follow up 
meeting after survey to give feedback 
March 31, and tentatively a workshop - 
May 11.  Plus newsletter and e-weekly 
articles and blurbs.  Plus any time you 
wish to talk, call us!

Time-line 

Up to December mostly planning; some 
research;

Currently researching

After survey, we’ll analyze, clarify, give 
feedback, hold a workshop and fill in the 
gaps in our research

Then we’ll develop alternatives, look at 
opportunities to Beta-test some  ideas 

Prepare and submit final report

Ideas

- The best way to give us your ideas is in 
the survey.  That way you can be sure 
that they won’t get lost!

- Ideas about ways to use this property 
better; ideas about how to make our 
activities more accessible for more 
people; ideas about how to make this 
community stronger.  All are welcome!
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Survey

- We really want to hear from everyone!  
We will be bringing computers and 
tablets to church this month, and we 
will have paper copies for people who 
don’t like to use computers.  You will 
have 4 Sundays!

- If you need further help, we can make a 
visit, or answer phone calls and talk 
you through the process!  We’re serious 
about getting  everyone’s ideas and 
opinions!  This survey is the key!

- Please get this done soon.  We’d like to 
begin analyzing the results on March 4, 
so Sunday March 3 is your goal!

- We are aiming to hold another 
congregational meeting on March 31 to 
discuss those results and you’re all 
invited!!!
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